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Abstract
In the digital age, nearly all print newspapers of a substantial size have a corresponding website which is used to publish news online, often a more frequent update cycle than the print newspaper.  In recent years news consumers who formerly depended on print newspapers increasingly turn to the print newspapers' corresponding websites for up-to-the-minute news which is updated constantly.  Some news websites are built to parallel print news resources, near-static pages with long-term information preservation policies similar to that of any newspaper.  Other news websites have evolved from this print-like model toward a more dynamic or portal-like model model, in which information is updated as necessary without permanent storage of the various incarnations of a site.  This study examines the different archival methods used by print newspapers and their online sister publications.

This study investigated several news organizations with both print and online newspapers.  The study was designed first to determine differences between the print and online newspapers: how much did the content and layout differ between the print and online versions?  Secondly, the study was designed to determine the archival policies used by the print and online newspapers.  Although the online medium differs substantially from the print medium such that identical archival procedures will not work for both, the study investigated whether the online medium was archived with parallel procedures which would serve similar purposes as the print archival.  The study found substantial differences between print and online newspapers in both content and layout, and found that print newspapers are substantially more completely archived than online newspapers.

Online newspapers vary greatly in their differences from their sister print publications.  Online newspapers have one thing in common, however: they do not have archival processes that parallel those used by their sister print publications.   The print newspapers surveyed all have libraries which keep complete and permanent microfilm and digital archives of at least one edition of each day's newspaper. None of the online newspapers surveyed keeps snapshots of a substantial portion of the site layout throughout the day, and many of the online newspapers surveyed do not send online-only content to the print publication's library. Additionally, the permanent archival processes the online newspapers use rely on technology designed for business infrastructural needs such as legal requirements and backup storage, and not for library-oriented policies; there is no process or policy guarantee that these archives will remain prominently or unmodified.  None of the surveyed newspapers surveyed employ a digital librarian either at the print newspaper's library or at the online newspaper. 
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Introduction And Problem Statement
In the digital age, nearly all print newspapers of a substantial size have a corresponding website which is used to publish news online, often a more frequent update cycle than the print newspaper.  In recent years, those online newspapers which are freely accessible have become de facto public information utilities.  Some online newspapers may have evolved similarly to print newspapers, with similar long-term information preservation policies.  Other online newspapers may have evolved in the more dynamic Internet model, in which information is updated as necessary without permanent storage of the various incarnations of a site, beyond the necessary disk backups by the information technology department.

News Libraries' Archival Processes 
Newspapers, traditionally, have official news libraries with formal archival processes in which digital, physical, and/or microfilm copies of the newspaper are permanently stored, indexed, and organized by a trained librarian.  The primary job of a news librarian is to support his or her publication in its business needs, its legal needs, and its role as keeper of the historical record.  The predominant role of the library is to make research materials available to the reporting staff.  In order to fulfill the business need of aiding reporters in to require historical research, news libraries provide references with  traditional reference materials, but primarily with historical information from the newspaper's own past.  The news libraries support additional business needs as well, such as providing historical images of the newspaper to editors and layout designers, and providing archival materials available to the public on a for-fee basis (usually through an online archive).  Additionally, prize committees (such as the judges for the Pulitzer Prize) often require original clippings of the items to be considered.  Lastly, news librarians need to consider their employers' business goals when making any decisions which will cost money.  As email interviewee: "until recently, we've had publishers... who did not want to do anything web-related that would not at least break even, if not make a profit."

The primary legal obligation fulfilled by the news library is the maintenance of copyright.  The news library, as the department responsible for the authoritative microfilm copy of the newspaper for internal archives, is usually also responsible for maintaining copyright by depositing a 35mm silver-halide microfilm copy of that day's newspaper at the Library of Congress, as required for copyright protection by United States law and detailed in Title 37, Subchapter A, Chapter II, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 202. Secondarily, archival copies of the newspaper provide a legal record of the newspaper for any libel suits or other legal issues which arise.

Finally, there is the news library's place as keeper of the social record of historical events.  Most newspapers of substantial size or journalistic quality consider themselves the "paper of record" for their specific niche, and so archive information as part of the intellectual historical record.  While news librarians' first responsibilities are to serve the business needs of their employers, all of the librarians with whom I spoke also had an abiding respect for their role in preserving the historical record.

These business, legal, and social responsibilities and requirements of newspapers are served by news librarians by a number of methods involving both traditional processes and modern technology.  All librarians involved in this study retained microfilm versions of their newspapers for deposit at the Library of Congress and for in-house preservation.  For newspapers with multiple daily editions, the library is not necessarily responsible for archiving more than one of those editions.  As newspapers, like other organizations, become more digital, librarians are usually responsible for selecting, error checking, and delivering digital copies of stories destined for storage vendors such as LEXIS-NEXIS and ProQuest. The newspapers' stories in these archives might be used for staff research as well as providing a revenue stream for customers to pay to access the archives. Traditionally, news libraries are responsible for clippings files intended for staff research: file drawers full of articles carefully selected to be useful to reporters and indexed, made available for research.  As digital archiving becomes more prevalent, the labor-intensive task of updating clippings files has become less common , and news libraries are choosing whether or not to maintain their extant clippings files.  Although some librarians with whom I spoke were considering digitizing their archival photographs, nobody was considering digitizing old clippings files.  The library may also be responsible for archiving either physical or digital copies of every photograph printed in the newspaper, although that could also be the responsibility of a separate photography department.  Because the processes by which the print newspaper is produced and laid out are heavily technological already, it is simple to produce an archival digital copy, which is usually PDF, the static and portable media incapable of preserving layout.  The main roadblock in permanent preservation of a digital copy of the laid out print newspaper is electronic storage space; while storage space itself is inexpensive, the archival lifespan of optical media is still undetermined, and reliable on-disk storage using RAID or mirroring technologies is more pricey.  Many electronic news libraries are crossing that roadblock for now by purchasing more storage space while considering long-term plans, and preserving copies of the print newspaper electronically as well as a microfilm.

Online and Print Differ in Content and Presentation
In many cases, the content of the online newspaper is unique and not replicated in the print newspaper.  Newspapers do not have exactly identical print and online versions in both content and layout.  To begin with, such a goal is impossible: print newspapers are published in a series of flat pages, while online newspapers provide a series of stories, with the number displayed at once limited by the reader's screen size, hyperlinked multi-directionally to other locations in the site, and possibly out of the site.  Nearly all online newspapers display different advertisements than the corresponding print newspapers, and those advertisements are often in color and animated.  For contractual reasons, especially in the wake of New York Times Co. v. Tasini In this groundbreaking case, the right of freelance authors to control over their electronic reprint rights was asserted by the Supreme Court.  As a result, work that appears in the print newspaper may not be contractually permitted to appear in an online version or be submitted to an electronic database, unless the contributor has signed a contract permitting that electronic reprint., some content from the print newspaper may be unavailable for publication on the online newspaper, as despite their best efforts, newspapers cannot get all freelancers to sign away online publication permissions. Additionally, stories which appear in the daily issue of the print newspaper may exist on the online newspaper for a week or more; one article has compared an online newspaper to a form of "news library".  Finally, even if the two versions, online and print, were almost identical,  numerous studies, discussed in the literature review, show that a reader's comprehension and recall of a news story read online differs from a reader's comprehension and recall of that same news story would read in a print newspaper.  

Layout distinctions and the differences in user experience notwithstanding, even the content is different between print and online versions of the newspaper. Some news organizations have only original staff content on the online newspaper which is also in that day's edition of the print newspaper, but post wire stories as they arrive throughout the day.  For example, all staff content on Newspaper #2's website also appears in that day's issue of the newspaper.  However, the newspaper only prints a limited subset of wire stories, while the website posts all wire stories as they arrive throughout the day.  Other online newspapers, such as the website of Newspaper #3, primarily post content which appeared in the print newspaper but also add breaking news stories written by staff writers as necessary.  Still others, such as the website of Newspaper #1, have entirely original content designed for the online newspaper, with columnists writing articles which are contractually unique to the online newspaper, and in online business which employs its own reporters.  

Differences Between the Archiving of Print and Online Materials
Frequently, the print and online divisions of the newspaper are managed by different departments within a large umbrella parent company.  These divisions may have potentially limited communication, and -- depending on the news agency's business model -- the newspaper's official library/archive may not have any formal or actual responsibility for material which appears on the online newspaper.  Occasionally, the print newspaper's news librarian is unaware of the archival processes (if any) used by the online newspaper In two of the interviews I conducted, the news librarian for the print newspaper asked me if I would send her my findings from my interview regarding that publication's online newspaper.  In each case, the librarian made this request because she personally do not know how or whether her own sister publication produced archives.. Since both content and reception of print and online newspapers can differ, that true social and historical record of a society's news has to include an archive of both print and online news.  If news consumers gather information differently from two media, and potentially draw different conclusions based on their reading experiences, than it is important that the presentation of each of the two media is preserved for later research, analysis, and understanding. Moreover, if online newspapers change dynamically throughout the day, two news readers accessing and online newspaper at nearly the same time might view different information; the lack of historical record -- the so-called "memory hole" -- can have devastating effect on a reasonable attempt to analyze reactions to news media. The notion of the "memory hole", a term coined by George Orwell in 1984 to refer to information made to vanish as if it had never been, has in recent years been applied to seemingly authoritative information on the Internet which then disappears without further mention.  One website, "The Memory Hole" <http://www.thememoryhole.org/> concentrates on preserving screen shots, wherever possible, of controversial information which has vanished from news and government websites. This study attempts to explore the differences between the print and online newspapers for a variety of news organizations, and examines whether their archival processes are parallel for the two media.
Literature Review 
A substantial body of research literature supports the notion that online and print news media cannot be treated interchangeably as far as user experience is concerned.  Studies show that differences in medium necessarily lead to different interpretation and consumption. Althaus and Tewksbury (2000, "Patterns"), investigating whether online news sources were showing a tendency to replace print news sources among the younger generation, found that the replacement hypothesis was not borne out,  A given news consumer uses both print and online news sources for different reasons (for example, the study found that some readers would use a print newspaper two briefly parade is of the day's headlines and an online newspaper to gain an in-depth analysis of a particular series of world events).  As the two media are used by each individual for different purposes, this hypothetical user retains different information from her uses of the two media. Dutta-Bergman, when investigating whether or not online and print news sources compete for readers, discovered that they are used differently and for different purposes, and by individuals in different demographic groups.  Eveland, Seo, and Marton investigated recall of the United States 2000 election among users of print and online media, and discovered that print media consumers had better recall of the news, while online media consumers had a more structured recall of the knowledge.  D'Haenens, Jankowski, and Heuvelman do not find their own specific hypotheses about differences in a reader recall for online and print newspapers to be supported, but they find distinctions in use and recall that were not covered by their hypotheses; for example, they discovered that online readers recall more international stories than print readers. 

Notwithstanding the interpretive differences which Althaus and Tewksbury, Dutta-Bergman, Eveland et al., and D'Haenens et al. find among users of the different media, online and print media also exhibit distinct layouts which contribute to the differences in user recall and comprehension.  Li finds substantial differences in layout and information accessibility among major newspapers and their online sister publications.  Sundar, Edgar, and Mayer's findings also show that a user's readings of a news story vary depending on medium, but not because, as in Althaus and Tewksbury's (2000, "Patterns") and Dutta-Bergman's findings, the user is looking for different information in the two media.  Rather, they found that design effects reader recall and interpretation; their study shows that adding multimedia content to news stories lessened recall of the stories and increased the negative associations that the readers had with those stories.  In a second study, Althaus and Tewksbury (2000, "Differences") examine readers of the online and print versions of the New York Times over a short time period by assigning readers to either an online group, a print group, or a control group whose participants don't change their news reading habits, and questioning them them after a number of days about the stories they have read.  Althaus and Tewksbury find a number of differences in the reading patterns of news readers in the online and print groups.  For example, the print news readers spent substantially more time than the online news readers on stories of international and national news and had better recall of political stories, while the online news readers spent more time with and had better recall of business and technology stories.  Althaus and Tewksbury credit these differences to layout, as a print newspaper directs its readers linearly from the front page through each section, and an online newspaper has a less linear structure allowing the reader to follow hyperlinks in any patterns.

McCargar explored the archival methods used for the website of the Los Angeles Times, and found them to be incomplete; she proposed a more complete method by both by both business needs and the social obligation of the paper of record. Little research has gone into the distinctions in the archive methods between print and online newspapers.  
Theoretical Framework
Sir Hilary Jenkinson, further discussing ideas he first developed in his 1922 classic A Manual of Archive Administration, wrote in 1944 of a theoretical framework for archive administration.  He argued that the archivist should always preserve archives inviolate, explaining that the archivist's job is to preserve " the documents as nearly as possible in the state in which he received them, without adding or taking away, physically or morally, anything: to preserve unviolated, without the possibility of a suspicion, every element in them, every quality they possessed when they came to him."  This framework posits that materials should be preserved in their original format and presentation as much as possible.

Following Jenkinson's framework, it is clear that online newspapers should be preserved in their original format if possible.  The studies covered in this literature review reinforce this requirement, as they reveal that online and print newspapers not only have different format and presentation, but result in differences in reader consumption and recall.  Differences in layout, content, and the different reading experiences of sitting before a screen rather than with a newspaper might all lead to distinct types of consumption and recall: reading linearly as ordered by a layout editor or non-linearly in the reader directed, back and forth, more multidimensional ordering; reading for breadth or for depth; reading for textual content or for images and multimedia analysis; reading to take in all the information made available or reading to query for information about specific news stories.  Though every news reader is different no matter what medium he or she is using, the studies discussed above show that there is strong statistical correlation between medium used and reading patterns regardless of the distinct reading styles of each news consumer.  If the information which readers take away from online and print newspapers is not identical, than the online input newspapers comprise separate and not equal elements of the historical record.  If that is so, then both print and online newspapers need to be preserved for the sake of the historical record.  If the layout and content of the online medium are a part of the interpretive process of a news reader, then the pages of the online newspaper are primary source for the historical record, and need to be preserved in order for future historical researchers to have primary source is available for future research and analysis. 
Research Questions
Following Jenkinson, we believe that it is important for online newspapers to be archived in addition to print newspapers to to the extent at which current technology allows high-quality archiving. The objective of this study is to investigate what permanent archival methods are used for archival of the online and print versions of these newspapers; and to describe what reasons exist for any differences or similarities in the permanent archival methods used of the print and online versions of the newspaper based on the perceptions and knowledge of newspaper librarians and newspaper online editors.  

The study anticipated finding that online newspapers do not make archival copies of dynamically changing pages throughout the day, but that they did process all online-only content using the same philosophies and, where possible, the same processes as those used by the print newspaper. .  We expected that daily archival copies of the homepage of the online newspaper would be made in at least some cases.  

Research Design
This study has two components: an in-depth interview conducted with the employees of four newspapers, and a brief online survey sent out to the employees of 29 newspapers.  The in-depth interview was conducted in order to help fine-tune questions for the online survey.  Some of our initial questions (e.g. "Is this information available to the public?")  were determined to be irrelevant during the course of the in-depth interviews.  As this is a pilot study, in-depth interviews also provided us with the opportunity to gather feedback from the interviewees -- nearly all of whom are trained librarian -- about their opinions on the archival processes in place at their news organizations.

The interviewees were chosen in a snowball sample, which, according to Hendriks et al., is a high-quality sampling method for an exploratory qualitative study.  The first interviewee contacted so that was one to whom I had been given an introduction, and the remaining interviewees had their introductions provided by the first interviewee.  These six individuals do not represent a random sampling.  The interviewees represent four newspapers.


Newspaper #1
Newspaper #2
Newspaper #3
Newspaper #4
Interviewee for archival of paper newspaper
News librarian.
News librarian.
News librarian.
Manager of electronic library and information systems.
Interviewee for archival online newspaper
Information architect.
Same individual as above.
News and operations manager.
Same individual as above.
Table 1: Roles of interviewees

In the second part of the study, the online survey, survey respondents were chosen in three phases.  Because the majority of the interviewees represented major newspapers in one geographical region, I chose to invite news librarians from other major newspapers in the region to participate.  Accordingly, a request to complete the survey was sent to news librarians and website editors from other major regional newspapers.  In this way, the newspaper with the largest circulation of each area of the region was invited to participate.

Additionally, 25 newspapers were chosen at random.  Using Ulrich's Database of Newspapers (Bowkers), every 50th United States daily with a freely available and substantive website was chosen.  If the newspaper shared a publisher with another newspaper on the random sampling list, then the next appropriate newspaper was taken; since many newspapers and online services archive according to corporate policy of the publisher, this last step was taken in or two broad and the series of policies as much as possible.

Because the response rate to the survey was extremely poor, a third, non-sample method was used to distribute the survey.  A request to complete the survey was posted on NewsliBlog, an online blog serving the news librarian population (NewsliBlog, 11 December 2004, <http://newslib.blogspot.com/2004/12/following-posting-was-requested-via.html>) .  

Responses from random selection
3
Responses from selected New England papers
3
Responses from NewsliBlog 
0
 Table 2: Survey Responses

Study Limitations
This study gathered qualitative data from a statistically insignificant population sample.   This study is an exploratory pilot study, and should not be used to draw conclusions about the archival processes of the newspaper industry as a whole.
Methods of Data Collection
The primary research method of this study was interviewing the employees at newspapers were responsible for archive of print and online versions.  An interview was selected as the primary data collection instrument in order to enable the interviewees to share information about the processes used in the reasons for those processes  The questions used in these interviews were intended to gather a description of the differences in content and display between the online print versions.  Additionally, these questions were intended to reveal the processes currently used to archive the print and online versions, so that so that comparisons could be drawn.  Moreover, where possible, these interviews attempted to determine the rationale for any archival methods or lack of archival methods extended organization, so that reasons for differences could be determined.   These interview questions were designed to gather qualitative data rather than quantitative data which could be compiled for statistically reinforced findings. 

The secondary research method of this study was a survey distributed to a large number of recipients.  The survey was constructed after the majority of the interviews had been conducted, and the responses to the interview questions were used to help construct the survey.  Several of the interview questions were removed from the survey when it became clear during the interviews with the answers were not contributing to a greater understanding of the research questions, and other questions, originally raised during the free discussion components of the interview, were added to the survey as adding a greater understanding of the research questions. A survey was selected as the secondary data collection instrument in the hopes that it would reach a large number of people in geographically disparate locations who would be willing to take a small amount of time necessary to complete a survey.  The goal of the survey was to determine what archival methods are used for the online and print newspapers in geographically disparate locations, to determine if the archival methods that the interviews revealed in a small region are also used elsewhere in the United States and for newspapers of different sizes.

The interview questions are attached as Appendix A..  The survey questions are attached as Appendix B..
Quality Indicators
Reliability Indicators
One interviewer conducted all of the interviews, leading to an absence of discrepancies cause by multiple interviewer styles (although opening the possibility for One interviewer's bias).  The interview questions were pretested by two other individuals in the news librarianship field (participants non-randomly selected through an initial contact), who suggested changes as necessary.  Secondly, some of the interview questions were intended to elicit redundant data with differently phrased questions in order to provide a check and to guarantee that the questions were being asked consistently Finally, the interviewees had written interviews summaries delivered to them for correction after each interview; the interviewer has these permissions and corrections on file.

Internal Validity
Participants were chosen with a consistent mechanism: for each newspaper, the individuals responsible for decision-making regarding archiving the print version and the online version were interviewed; if one individual took on both roles at a news organization, that individual was interviewed for both roles.  All interviews took place in less than a two-month period.  They focused on policies which had been in place for a number of years  and therefore only on policies which had been proven to work in their organization and were not in flux.  All the selected individuals completed the interview process.  
Findings
All of the print newspapers whose librarians participated in the interview had very similar traditional processes for archives.  Each newspaper has a news librarian (although at Newspaper #4, her title is "Manager of Electronic Library Information Systems").  Each newspaper preserved microfilm as well as a combination of plain text and PDF digital archives of the print newspaper.  Table 3 illustrates the differences and similarities among the four newspapers; not all information is available for every newspaper.


Physical copies
Microfilm
Plain text archive
PDFs
Clippings
Newspaper #1
Seven months, informally retained following the library's needs. 
Yes, since 1872.  For the last seven years, only of 3rd edition (of 8).
Since 1977, Newspaper #1 has been using their Atex system to archived text into digital archive.
1995, first pages. 2001, entire paper.

Files are still maintained, but have not been added to since 1978.
Newspaper #2
A few months
Yes, since 1881, of every edition.
Only the text which is sent out to vendors (e.g. Factiva).
1998, color pages.  2000, unmarried text pages.  2002, complete paper.  Permanently stored on CDs but not used..

Unknown.
Newspaper #4
Six weeks
Yes, since 1837.
Yes, since 1991.
Yes, since 2000.
Files are still maintained, but have not been added to.
Newspaper #3
Several months, with a few retained for a few years
Yes, since 1829.
Yes.
Yes, of section fronts and special sections, for internal use only.
Files are still maintained, but have not been added to since 1991.
Table 3: Print newspaper archival methods
The interviews revealed a broad range of distinctions between online and print archiving processes, content, and media.   Newspaper #2, for example, provides an online newspaper which is nearly identical to its print newspaper.  Newspaper #2's online newspaper provides only staff stories during the day which are also in that day's print newspaper, although wire stories appear on the online newspaper as they are delivered.  The only difference between the print and online versions of Newspaper #2, therefore, are format, wire stories, and advertisements.  This decision was actually made at the instigation of the newspaper library; when the librarian expressed dissatisfaction that original content was appearing on the website and not being permanently archived, the organization made the decision not to provide original content on the online newspaper.  At the opposite end of the spectrum lies Newspaper #1.  Newspaper #1's online site takes two forms: the online version of the paper itself, and the umbrella site.  The online version of the newspaper is nearly identical to the print version, differing only in format, advertisements, and photographs and illustration.  The online umbrella site, on the other hand, has a large amount of unique content developed for and available solely on the online site.  This unique content is not archived in the print newspaper's library.  While the online staff does have an internal archive, they lack both a digital librarian and a documented philosophical commitment to permanent archiving; as an online staff member explained in an interview, the print newspaper's commitment to "a culture of wanting to preserve everything for posterity... doesn't exist in the digital world, it just doesn't." There is no guarantee that their existing digital archive will exist permanently, and in fact in the past many files have been deleted.  The staff member hypothesizes that the archival problem at a dynamic,  non-linear website will not be solved until the question of what it means to archive complex website which is under constant change is answered.

Newspaper #4 and Newspaper #3 lie at midpoints in the continuum defined by the two previously described newspapers, from Newspaper #2's online newspaper which closely parallels the print newspaper, to Newspaper #1's umbrella site, for which Newspaper #1's online newspaper is only a small subset.  Newspaper #4 once had an online newspaper with original content, hosted on AOL.  That original content was saved in the all-text archive along with the regular newspaper articles.  Currently, Newspaper #4's online newspaper is an outsourced site intended to replicate the newspaper.  By design it has no original content, much like the online newspaper of Newspaper #2.  It does occasionally host breaking stories throughout the day, and if these stories are omitted from the print newspaper, they are not saved to Newspaper #4's news library's permanent archive.    

Newspaper #3's online newspaper, on the other hand, does have original content not found in the print, although not as much as on the umbrella site for Newspaper #1.  The online newspaper contains some web-specific content (such as discussion boards and other interactive content), and employs a few journalists who only work for the online group, not the print newspaper.  These journalists are primarily responsible for gathering breaking news, and their stories may appear in the print newspaper the following morning.  However, only stories which appear in the print newspaper or ever transmitted into Newspaper #3's news library's permanent archive.  Some  online  stories are exclusive to the online newspaper or appear in the newspaper only modified form, and these stories are not transmitted to Newspaper #3's news library. The online newspaper does have a content management system, which exists for business needs, not permanent archival purposes.  It is hosted out of the corporate interactive group, and while there is no intention to remove any information from the content management system, there is also no written policy or unspoken ideology to prevent it from being removed.  However, the news and operations manager takes on some of the roles of the librarian when necessary, using this content management system as the archive.  When a newspaper patron asks for information about which appeared only on the online newspaper, the news and operations manager turns to content management system to find that information for the patron.  Not all data which appears in the online newspaper is stored in the content management system (most notably, the homepage is never preserved) .  Additionally, data in the content management system are not guaranteed to have permanent preservation status; in the past, upper management has requested that information be removed for business or legal reasons, and the .  news and operations manager has deleted the offending information.  It is therefore not perfect by any means as a historical archive.  However, it could potentially serve as a starting point if any future digital librarian or archivist intends to record the history of the site, assuming the information is kept reasonably secure in the interim.

The second part of the study, the online survey, had a very low return, so it is difficult to draw any general conclusions from those data.  However, a few general statements can be made.  All six organizations which responded did use microfilm to store print archives as well as some combination of digital resources (outsourced databases; archived HTML; PDF's) to store information from either the print or online newspapers.  All but one still retained clippings files.  The organizations ranged from having an online site which was a subset of the print newspaper, with fewer stories than that resource, to one site which was a portal encompassing the online representation of the print newspaper, original content, and content provided by other media sources.
Conclusion and suggestions for further research
There are substantial differences between the content of the daily online and print newspapers.  In some cases, such as in the case of Newspaper #1, those differences are extreme differences in content.  In other cases, as with Newspaper #2 and Newspaper #4, the differences are so minor that interviewees initially did not recognize them as differences.  For example, both of these online newspapers will report wire stories as they break throughout the day, provide different advertisements (some of which are multimedia) in different locations, and have a substantially different layout and navigation pattern that the print newspaper.  

There are also substantial differences between the archiving procedures of online and print newspapers.  In the case of Newspaper #2 and Newspaper #4, no extra archiving takes place of the website, with the staff being confident that the procedures for the print newspaper or adequate to cover the identical content at the online newspaper.  In the case of Newspaper #1 and Newspaper #3, some permanent archiving does take place within the online organization.  However, that permanent archiving is done within the technological processes necessary to post the online site, and is therefore preserved with a different underlying philosophy and for different reasons that the print archiving.  There is no guarantee that the internal archiving and those online organizations will be permanently preserved beyond what is required for expedience and business needs.

If online newspapers are to be considered genuine components of a niche or geographical region's "paper of record", than they must provide records.  Some difficulties are technological: research must be conducted to find the most efficient and cost effective methods of archiving layout, content that persists for different lengths of time, and constantly changing content.  But other difficulties are philosophical.  As long as online newspapers provide original content (or original design providing access to non original content, such as an online-only homepage linking to wire stories which are not available in the print newspaper), that content should be permanently archived in the organization's news library.  




Suggestions for Further Research 
Further investigations should be made to see if these findings generalize to the  online and print newspapers of varying sizes.  If newspaper owners (more and more frequently large content firms instead of local and news-specific companies) are to be convinced to create archives of their online content, a business or legal case will need to be presented.  This pilot study, focusing on archival processes, has revealed some basic differences in content and presentation between print and online, and has discussed some of the side effects of those differences.  A study which explored the business needs of storing permanent records of such distinct presentations could, if it's findings mirrored those of this study, be used to influence news agencies to create permanent archives of their digital newspapers.
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Appendix A: Data Collection Instrument, Interview
Identification questions:

News agency:

Contact information of the person providing information:

·	Name
·	Phone number
·	E-mail address
·	Department
·	Job title

Is this person answering questions for both the website and the newspaper, or for only one?  If for only one, which one?

General questions (if interviewee is answering for both the Web and newspaper, then answer separately for both):

Could you give an overview of the policy?

What is the rationale by which the policy was determined?  

By whom was the policy determined?  (E.g. Librarian, archivist, IT department, lawyers, management?)

Is this policy in writing?  

Is this information made available on the organization's website, or only on request?  (If any information is being withheld from the interviewer, can she be told why?)

Specific questions (if interviewee is answering for both the Web and newspaper, then answer separately for both):

Who is responsible for the archive?  (E.g. The library, the IT department, the archivist?)

Is the same person responsible for the archive of the Internet resource as is responsible for the archive of the newspaper?

What uses are made of the archives?  (E.g. internal use, Cold storage forever, storage with retrieval on demand (at cost or free), research studies, occasional displays?)

Who has access to the archive?  Who has unlimited access and who has limited?

How frequently are archives taken?  Are they daily snapshots?  More frequent than that?  Is every change to file or image archived with every modification?  

Is a software change modification system used, or a human system?

For how long are materials preserved in the archive?

Is there philosophical relationship between the archives policy of the Internet resource and physical resource?  

Is archiving done in the same way for both resources?  

Is there any relationship between any different philosophies and the person responsible for archiving?  (E.g. If the Web is archived by the IT department, and the newspaper is archived by the librarian, or archival policies influenced by the mission statements of those two departments)?

Final question

Is there anything further the interviewee would like to add?


Appendix B: Data Collection Instrument, Survey
Survey of the Archival Methods of Print and Web Newspapers
Top of Form
Thank you very much for participating in my research project analyzing the permanent archiving of print and web news sources. I'm working with Professor Terry Plum of the Simmons College Graduate School of Library and Information Science. I'm studying the permanent archival policies of both the print and web versions of newspapers. Any information you can give me about your newspaper would be greatly appreciated for my research project.
All information is confidential.
Deborah Kaplan, 30 November 2004
Contact information
Name:
Phone number:
E-mail address:
Department:
Job title:
Are you answering questions about
the online newspaper?  
the print newspaper?

Newspaper information
Name of newspaper: 
Date of first issue of print newspaper:
Date of first freely available web version of newspaper:

Question 1. Web (online) newspapers are often different from the print newspaper in presentation or content. How is your web newspaper different from the print newspaper?

Question 2. Could you give an overview of your policy for permanent retention of newspaper content for both the web newspaper and the print newspaper?

Question 3. Do you have permanent or long-term storage in any of the following media?

3a. If answering for print newspaper:
 Microfilm
 Off-site electronic storage in a database such as ProQuest
 PDF's of any or all sections of your newspaper
 Retention of physical newspapers
 Clippings files and/or file photographs
Other:

3b. If answering for web newspaper:
 Permanent digital archive of HTML pages
 Snapshots at regular intervals permanently retained
 PDF's of any or all pages of the website
 Off-site electronic storage in a database such as ProQuest
Other:

Question 4. By whom was the policy determined?

4a. If answering for print newspaper:
 Librarian
 Archivist
 Head of website
 Head of IT department
 Legal adviser
 Management
Other

4b. If answering for web newspaper:
 Librarian
 Archivist
 Head of website
 Head of IT department
 Legal adviser
 Management
Other


Question 5. For how long are materials preserved in the archive?
5a. If answering for print newspaper:
5b. If answering for web newspaper:

Question 6. In questions 3-5, are there differences between the policies and procedures for the print archives and those for the web archives? If so, why are the differences there?

Question 7. Is communication between the various individuals responsible for the newspaper archives (librarian, journalists, website editors) adequate? Please describe any formal or informal lines of communication about archival responsibility.

Question 8. Is there anything else you would like to add to clarify how archives are handled at your newspaper?

Thank you very much for filling out this survey.

Deborah Kaplan, graduate student
deborah.kaplan@simmons.edu
Terry Plum, professor at the Simmons College Graduate School of Library and Information Science
terry.plum@simmons.edu

